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ABSTRACT: Placing metallic nanoparticles inside cavities,
rather than in dimers, greatly improves their plasmonic
response. Such particle-in-cavity (PIC) hybrid architectures
are shown to produce extremely strong field enhancement at
the particle-cavity junctions, arising from the cascaded
focusing of large optical cross sections into small gaps. These
simply constructed PIC structures produce the strongest
field enhancement for coupled nanoparticles, up to 90%
stronger than for a dimer. The coupling is found to follow a universal power law with particle-surface separation, both for field
enhancements and resonant wavelength shifts. Significantly enhanced Raman signals are experimentally observed for molecules
adsorbed in such PIC structures, in quantitive agreement with theoretical calculations. PIC architectures may have important
implications in many applications, such as reliable single molecule sensing and light harvesting in plasmonic photovoltaic devices.
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The optical properties of metallic nanostructures with gaps at
nanometer scales have received considerable research inter-

est in the past decade. At such small gaps, strong electromagnetic
coupling leads to many interesting optical phenomena, such as
tight light confinement at the junctions of nanostructures. These
enhanced local optical fields have many important applications,
such as molecular sensing,1 light harvesting,2 and subwavelength
imaging.3 Much effort has been devoted to finding geometries
exhibiting strong optical effects which are fabricatable with high
reliability. Widely studied structures include nanoparticle
dimers,4-6 chains,7 arrays,8,9 voids,10-12 and nanoparticles on
flat surfaces.15,16 However, little is known about configurations in
which individual particles are coupled to an extended metallic
nanostructure such as a cavity, with only brief theoretical studies
of nanoparticles atop cavities,17 and optical trapping of nanorods
inside nanovoids,18 both as yet unrealized.

Here we provide both theoretical and experimental studies of
the plasmonic properties of metallic nanoparticles inside metallic
cavities. Such metallic cavities support multiple cavity-plasmon
modes11,12 which confine light very strongly inside the void. This
allows them to induce the strong-coupling “normal-mode”
regime and, more significantly, cascaded optical field enhance-
ment when particles are introduced inside them. Cascaded
electromagnetic field enhancements have been demonstrated
on various geometries,13,14 generating extremely strong field
enhancement.

Theoretical simulations indicate that particle-in-cavity (PIC)
architectures produce extremely strong field enhancements at
the particle-cavity junctions when one of the cavity modes is
resonant with the cavity-dressed nanoparticle mode. These
results are compared to nanoparticles near any general object

of arbitrary radius of curvature, including flat surfaces or other
spherical particles. The PIC structures produce the strongest
field enhancement (throughout the paper, the “field enhance-
ment”’ refers to the local electric field enhancement at peak
wavelength) among these geometries, up to 90% stronger than
that produced by a particle dimer excited under optimal condi-
tions, and therefore they can be exploited for single molecule
sensing.19-21 As a nanoparticle is brought close to the surface of a
nanostructure, it induces strong optical fields in the gap as well as
red-shifting the resonant wavelength. Both the resonant wave-
length shift and the field enhancement exhibit a power law
dependence on the particle-nanostructure gaps, an effect closely
related to the Casimir effect22 and not well understood. This
power law dependency is universal, applying to all the various
geometries at all size scales. Experimentally we construct such
PIC dimers and observe significantly enhanced surface-enhanced
Raman signals (SERS) of adsorbed molecules in quantitative
agreement with theoretical calculations.

The geometry of the investigated architecture is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 1. The cavities used are truncated spherical
nanovoids of radius 100-500 nm; however the principles out-
lined here apply to any general voidlike cavity geometry. Gold
truncated spherical nanovoids with radius R and height h are
illuminated with p-polarized light at an incident angle θ with
respective to the vertical z axis. Plasmon modes in such voids
have been fabricated and well-studied over the past few years.10-12

Throughout this paper the void height is fixed to be h = 1.5R,
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which is optimal for SERS. We investigate the field enhancement
at a fixed point (red � , Figure 1) spaced d = 0.25 nm above the
inner surface of the nanovoids (or equivalently 0.25 nm above
the surface of each nanostructure). When a nanoparticle is very
close to a surface, the field within the gap (of width D) is almost
uniform.23 Hence we choose this fixed point (�) for conven-
ience to compare effects of different particle-void separations,
particularly down to D < 1 nm. Excitation by p-polarized light is
used since it induces much stronger plasmonic effects than s
polarization.While nanoparticle sizes of fixed diameter 60 nm are
reported here (unless explicitly stated), similar results are
obtained for nanoparticles of diameters from 10 to 100 nm. All
simulations are calculated using the boundary element method,
which is particularly efficient in solving electromagnetic pro-
blems in such axial-symmetric systems.24,25 The dielectric con-
stants of materials are taken from Johnson and Christy.26

Metallic cavities such as nanovoids11,12 have interesting optical
properties in their own right with applications such as SERS27

and omnidirectional optical absorption,28 which can be exploited
for enhancing photovoltaic efficiencies. Nanovoids possess mul-
tiple plasmonic modes that can be specifically tailored by varying
the void geometry or incident conditions, such as the incident
angles and polarizations of light.11,12 The two dominant plas-
monic modes here are the so-called 0D mode and 0P mode,12

which have typical field distributions inside nanovoids as shown
in parts b and c of Figure 1 (mapping |E| in the yz plane across the

void center). The 0D mode confines light near the bottom of the
void, while the 0P mode concentrates light near the center of the
void. These optical modes are tunable with void size, scaling
almost linearly with void size at longer wavelengths (Figure 1e).
This feature provides straightforward tunability of optical proper-
ties, which is crucial for many applications.

The calculated spectral map of field enhancement at point �
for an empty Au void of 600 nm diameter at different incident
angles shows several optical modes (Figure 2a). The long-λ reso-
nance around 740 nm is optimally excited with an incident angle
of 55� and is the 0P mode (field distribution as in Figure 1c). The
mode peaked at 545 nm optimally excited at 60� incidence is the
0D mode (field distribution in Figure 1b). Both the 0P and 0D
modes have field polarizations along the z axis. On the left side of
the 0D mode in Figure 2a is another mode (denoted “SPP”) with
peak wavelength close to that of the 0D mode. However, this
mode does not shift with void size and does not appear on voids
of other materials. This mode is the bulk plasmon of gold, which
is usually unseen on flat surfaces but can be excited on curved
geometries such as the voids discussed here. The presence of this
mode perturbs the 0Dmode, which usually has a more symmetric
distribution pattern (as seen in Figure 2c for a 750 nm void).

For an empty void the 0P mode produces the strongest field
(Figure 2a), concentrating light near the center of the void
(Figure 1c). However when a nanoparticle is introduced into this
nanovoid, the situation changes dramatically. The corresponding
field enhancement spectral map at the same point (Figure 2b)
with a spherical Au nanoparticle (diameter 60 nm) placed at a
position D = 1 nm above the void bottom surface shows that all
optical modes are strongly enhanced (note the color scale of
Figure 2a has to be multiplied by a factor of 100). In addition
there is a strikingly strong extra optical mode appearing around
627 nm, which is optimally excited at 50� incidence. Unlike the
0D and 0Pmodes, the resonant wavelength of this mode is almost
independent of void size but sensitively dependent on the
distance between nanoparticle and void. For reasons which will

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of particle-in-cavity geometry. (b-d)
Calculated field distributions of (b) 0D mode and (c) 0P mode of an
empty 600 nm Au nanovoid, and of the NP mode with a 60 nm particle
inside it separatedD = 1 nm above the bottom (dashed lines indicate the
boundary of the nanoparticle and void). Color scales in (b, c) multiplied
by factors of 240 and 60, respectively. (e) Resonant wavelengths of void
modes as a function of void size.

Figure 2. Calculated field enhancement spectral maps of (a, b) Au void
of diameter 600 nm and (c, d) Au nanovoid of diameter 750 nm: (a, c)
empty voids, (b, d) with a 60 nm Au sphere 1 nm away from the void
surafce. Note: color scales of (a) and (c) are multiplied by factors of 100
and 200, respectively.
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become clear, this mode is due to the coupling between the
nanoparticle and its image and hereafter denoted the “NP”mode.
The NP mode produces high field enhancements of >350,
confined at the particle-void junction (Figure 1d). For compar-
ison, without the presence of the nanoparticle, the maximum
enhancement at the same λ and spatial location is only 3 for the
0Pmode. This strong field enhancement can be further enhanced
when one of the void modes is tuned to be simultaneously
resonant with the NP mode, which is simple to achieve since the
void modes readily tune with void size (Figure 1e). For a 60 nm
Au nanoparticle and 1 nm gap, the NPmode is resonant with the
0D mode of a 750 nm Au void. The calculated spectral map of a
750 nm Au void (Figure 2c) clearly shows a 0P mode at 890 nm
and a 0D mode at 625 nm. When a 60 nm nanoparticle is placed
1 nm away from the void surface, the local fields are strongly
enhanced for all optical modes, as clearly seen in Figure 2d (note
the color scale in Figure 2c had to be multiplied by a factor of
200). However as the 0D mode is now resonant with the NP
mode, this produces an extremely strong hybrid NP/0D mode,
dominating all modes in the map. The hybrid NP/0D mode is so
strong (maximum enhancement 730 at 630 nm) that the 0P
mode is only weakly visible in the image, despite also having been
significantly enhanced.

To further investigate the particle-cavity coupling effects, we
calculate the spectra of field enhancement of the PIC structure
with a 60 nm Au nanoparticle at different distances above the
inner surface of a 750 nm Au void (with incident angle fixed at
45�, which is optimal to excite the hybrid NP/0D mode). The
spectra (Figure 3a) clearly show three optical modes which get
stronger as the nanoparticle moves closer to the nanovoid. This
should be compared to the field enhancement spectra of an
empty void (black curve, Figure 3a, multiplied by a factor of 20).
Despite the strong effect of the 0P on the localized plasmons of
the nanoparticle, the resonant wavelength of the 0P mode itself is
almost unchanged by the nanoparticle. This is because the
nanoparticle is small compared to the cavity plasmon mode
volume and near the bottom of the void, far away from the center
of the 0P mode (Figure 1c), thus has little influence on the mode
frequency. At close distances the 0D mode and the NP mode
couple to each other, producing extremely strong field enhance-
ment. All spectra between 500 and 800 nm can be well fit with
two Lorentzian peaks, and the results produce an anticrossing
behavior (Figure 3b), showing a Rabi splitting of 20 nm,
indicating that the 0D mode and NP mode attain the normal-
mode regime in which the splitting exceeds their line width.

To quantify the improvements from negative curvature cou-
pling compared to dimers, we characterize the coupling of Au
nanoparticles to different surface curvatures, including dimers,
flat disks, and nanoparticles of different sizes. Figure 4 shows the
calculated maximum field enhancement of a 60 nm Au sphere
near various Au geometries, for fixed separation ofD = 1 nm. The
field enhancements are optimized for the input polarization and
incident angle of light. For instance the dimer system is optimally
excited when the incident light is illuminated perpendicular to
the dimer axis, with the polarization parallel to the dimer axis
(inset, Figure 5a); the particle-disk system is optimally excited
with p-polarized light incident at 70� to the vertical axis normal to
the disk surface; the particle-void geometry is best excited at
45�. The horizontal axis of Figure 4 is the inverse radius of
curvature of each geometry (corresponding to the scaled angular
momentum10), including voids of 300, 600, and 750 nm diameter, a
flat disk (750 nm diameter), and nanoparticles of 750, 300, and

60 nm dimers. It is clear that the particle-in-cavity geometry produces
the strongest field enhancement, when the cavity mode is resonant
with theNPmode (750 nmvoid), which is about 90% stronger than
that of the dimer (black dashed line, Figure 3a). The reason is that
metallic cavities act as effective light harvesters, resonantly concen-
trating light (such as at the 0D mode) near the bottom of void
surface, therefore significantly enhancing the coupling between
particles and image particles inside voids.

It is known that dipole coupling between nanoparticles6 or
nanoparticles near flat surfaces15,16 red shifts the resonant wave-
lengths. Similarly Figure 3 shows clear red-shifted peak wave-
lengths as the particle-void gap decreases. To clearly resolve this

Figure 3. (a) Calculated field enhancement spectra of a 60 nm Au
sphere inside a 750 nm Au nanovoid, at various particle-void separa-
tions D, 60 nm Au sphere dimer (dashed line), and empty void (solid
black). (b) Anticrossing behavior of the 0D and NP modes.

Figure 4. Calculated field enhancement (blue) of a 60 nm Au sphere
spaced 1 nm above various radius of curvature structures, and extracted
exponents (red) of field enhancement (b) and resonant wavelength
shift (O). The horizontal axis is the inverse of the radius of curvature.
From left to right: 300 nm, 600 nm, and 750 nm nanovoids, 750 nm flat
disk, and 750 nm, 300 and 60 nm (dimer) spheres.
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effect, the peak wavelengths of each NP mode are systematically
plotted against particle-surface gap D, for the various geome-
tries (Figure 5a). Contrary to the frequently assumed exponen-
tial dependence, we find that the resonant wavelengths, λ, are
properly fit with power laws: λ = cD-lþ λ0, where c, λ0, and l are
fitting parameters. The field enhancements, F, also follow a
power law with the particle-surface separation (Figure 5b). As
the fields in the gaps are so much stronger than that without
nanoparticles, the constant part of the power law function is
negligible in this range and F = c0D-m, clearly indicated by the
straight lines on a log plot of F (Figure 5b). This power law
dependence is universal, applying to every geometry, such as
particle-void, particle-particle, andparticle-flat surfaces.Wehave
examined these geometries for a wide range of sizes, for voids
ranging from 300 to 1000 nm, and for dimers ranging from 20 to
250 nm, and in all cases they follow power laws extremely well.

To the best of our knowledge, this universal power law
dependence for both the resonant wavelength shift and the field
enhancement has not been clearly demonstrated before. Like
many authors, Jain et al. report an empirical exponential dependence
of resonant wavelengths on interparticle gaps of dimers.6 Here
we generalize to various geometries with a wide range of sizes and
shapes and conclude that the power-law dependence for both
resonant wavelength shift and field enhancement are universal in
nanophotonic coupling at short-range. While Maxwell’s equa-
tions have been analytically solved in a few limited cases,29

electromagnetic problems of complicated geometries have to
be tackled by numerical simulations or with severe approximations.

We extract the power law exponents from the simulations
(Figure 5b) and find the field enhancement exponent m varies
between 2.0 and 1.5, depending on the radius of curvature of the
coupling structure. This exponent is well correlated with absolute
field enhancement, with the highest exponents for the strongest field
enhancement (Figure 4). Recently it was noted that a rectangular
particle above a flat surface also shows a power law for the field
enhancement at short separations with exponent 1.5, in good
agreement with Figure 4.30 The exponents of resonant wavelength
shift are also extracted from our simulations and are generally smaller
than those of field enhancement (Figure 4). The simultaneous
power-law dependence of both resonant wavelength shift, Δλ, and
field enhancement, F, connects them in an empirical relationship

Δλ� Fl=m ð1Þ

This relationship is useful for designing and analyzing a wide
range of plasmonic devices, with the exponent 0 < l/m < 1
minimized for the highest enhancement geometries. For positive
radius of curvature, l/m = 0.8 so that the wavelength shifts
almost linearly with the field enhancement. However for the void
structures with negative curvature, l/m = 0.5 so that the
wavelength shifts significantly less. This behavior comes from
the stronger plasmon modes in void geometries which are less
affected by the coupling to the particle, but which provide large
cross section field enhancements.

The power-law dependence has a deep connection with that of
the Casimir effect between metal plates22 which arises from the
zero-point-energy-induced fluctation forces summed over the
classical optical density of states and originates in the retarded
Van der Waal’s interaction between nearby metals including the
plasmonic and photonic contributions.31,32 For gaps between a
sphere and flat plate which are narrow compared to the radius of
curvature and wavelength, the Casimir interaction energy scales as
D-3 for perfectmetals, which changes toD-2.5 for real Au.33 In the
approximation that the lateral extent of the gap plasmons scales as
(RD)1/2, this implies that the field enhancement scales as D-1.75

for real Au, similar to the scaling found in in our simulations
(Figure 5b). These scalings have been found to be very sensitive to
the precise metal and geometry involved.34,35 While analytic
solutions are not easy to obtain, the universal behaviors seen here
should be amenable to further theoretical investigation.

It is clear from the power scaling of Figure 5 that the NP
modes of nanoparticles inside nanovoids have similar qualitative
behaviors to that of dimers or particles near flat surfaces. This
arises from their similar origin in the coupling of nanoparticles
and their images.15,16 However the modified geometry causes
some significant differences, such as greater red shifts for
resonant wavelengths of nanoparticles inside nanovoids com-
pared to dimers at the same separation. Simulations indicate that
more charge accumulates at the junctions in the particle-cavity
systems than in dimer systems (Figure 6) accounting for the
larger wavelength shifts at close distances. This greatly enhanced
charge contribution is due to the large effective cross section of
the resonant cavity plasmons.

The presence of a nanoparticle also strongly enhances the
spectrally nearby void mode (Figure 3a), even though it is not
resonant with the NP mode. The enhancement of the 0P mode
field as the particle approaches the void (Figure 4, triangles) also
follows the power-law dependence. This exemplifies a key
advantage of particle-cavity coupling since strong field enhance-
ments are excited at all the different cavitymodes spanning a wide
range of wavelengths, which is extremely useful for many
applications. Furthermore, this coupling effect is not restricted

Figure 5. (a) Resonant wavelengths and (b) field enhancements of the
NP modes of a 60 nm Au sphere as a function of its separation D from
the surface of various structures, with power law fits (lines). Inset in (a):
optimal excitation of dimer.

Figure 6. Calculated surface charge density for geometries of (a) dimer
and (b) nanoparticle inside a void, excited at optimal conditions. The
charge densities on nanoparticles are multiplied by a factor of 20.
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to particles and cavities of the same material, and particles and
cavities of Au and Ag also induce strong field enhancement. For
example the field enhancement spectra (Figure 7a) of a 20 nmAg
spherical particle 1 nm above the bottom of a 750 nm Au void
show similar effects to those described above. Compared to the
empty void (Figure 2c), it is obvious that both the 0D mode and
the 0P mode are strongly enhanced, even though they are not
resonant with the NP mode (at 380 nm, as labeled).

To demonstrate the utility of PIC architectures, we use these
20 nm Ag nanoparticles in Au voids for SERS of self-assembled
molecular monolayers (SAMs) which allow quantification of the
signal. Bare Au voids have been shown already for many years to
be highly reliable SERS substrates. The measured SERS spec-
trum for 633 nm excitation of a 4-aminothiophenol SAM
adsorbed on a 600 nm Au nanovoid (height h = 1.5R) and then
washed to a monolayer, is shown in Figure 7c. Note the void
modes are red-shifted 15% compared to simulations due to the
perturbation from connecting holes between the voids,11 so that
600 nm voids have resonances matching the 750 nm simulations
above. When the substrates are soaked in a solution of 20 nm Ag
nanoparticle for 2 h and then washed, a fraction f = 10% of the Au
void surface becomes coated with well-separated Ag nanoparti-
cles (as measured using surface electrochemistry and SEMs).
The subsequent Raman spectra remain uniform across the
substrate but show a strong additional SERS enhancement
(Figure 7d). All Raman modes are enhanced with the strongest
lines being those vibrations particularly susceptible to electro-
magnetic enhancements.36,37 In particular the Raman ring mode
at 1076 cm-1 is 85 times stronger after Ag nanoparticles are
added (with enhancements from other vibrations modified by
polarization and chemical effects). This effect is predicted by the
calculated field enhancement ratio (Figure 7b) comparing a 750
nm Au nanovoid both with and without a 20 nm Ag nanoparticle
inside, excited with a p-polarized 633 nm laser. The presence of

the Ag nanoparticle enhances by 14 times the local field in the
particle-void gap beyond 40� incident angles. Since the active
area beneath the Ag nanoparticles (which are spaced 1 nm by the
SAM above the void) is set by the 10 nm spatial extent of the gap
field (Figure 1d), the actual SERS enhancement observed is
85(60 nm/10 nm)2/f = 3.1 � 104, which corresponds to a field
enhancement of 13.2 in good agreement with the simulations.
We note however that by tuning the modes, nanoparticles, and
laser wavelengths appropriately, SERS enhancements of >1010

are in prospect given its dependence on the fourth power of the
optical field.38We also note that while the simulations employing
cylindrical symmetry cannot give an exact account of the
geometry in these experiments, the principle that nanoparticles
enhance the resonant cavity plasmonic fields at the void plasmon
location at which they are situated supports the interpretation
here.

In summary the plasmonic ball-and-socket morphology of
particle-in-cavity architectures offers highly controllable and
strong coupling between nanoparticles and plasmonic cavities.
These metallic voidlike cavities act effectively as light harvesters,
with the nanoparticles further focusing the optical fields and
concentrating light near the surface of metallic nanovoids, which
enhances the strong coupling between nanoparticles and their
image inside the metal. Such negative curvature nanostructures
are shown to provide the most enhanced coupling of all
architectures that can couple to nanoparticles. Producing well
controlled nanometer-scale gaps is feasible through molecular
SAMs (as here), through controlled dielectric coating for in-
stance using atomic layer deposition (ALD), and through
mechanoelastic tuning.39 With the straightforwardly fabricatable
geometries studied here (60 nm Au spheres 1 nm away from Au
voids), field enhancements up to 730-fold are found, thus able to
produce enormous (3� 1011)-fold enhancements of Raman
signals. The simple nature of the particle-in-cavity assembly
and current results suggest the reliability of these SERS substrates
in contrast to existing problems with hot spots for single-particle
SERS and enhanced fluorescence. The strong field enhancement
can be further improved by optimizing the nanoparticle (size and
shape) and void geometries (such as the void height, which is
fixed at h = 1.5R in the work here). Therefore PIC structures have
great potential for single molecule sensing.19-21 We also demon-
strate that both the resonant wavelength shift and field enhance-
ment follow universal power-law dependences on the particle-
surface gaps. Finally, we experimentally demonstrate strongly
enhanced and reliable Raman signals of monolayers of 4-ami-
nothiophenol adsorbed in Ag-Au PIC nanovoids, well matching
quantitatively theoretical predictions. Besides the strongly en-
hanced local fields, PIC structures have many other advantages
making them appealing plasmonic devices, including their ease of
mass fabrication, wide and simple tunability of optical properties,
and reliable control of particle-cavity separations. Compared to
linking solution-based nanoparticles together or direct fabrication,
dimers inwhich one nanostructure component isfirmly anchored to
a substrate deliver much improved control and reliability. As such,
PIC nanostructures form novel architectures with important im-
plications in many applications, such as single molecule sensing and
light harvesting in plasmonic photovoltaic devices.
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Figure 7. (a) Calculated field enhancement spectral map of a 20 nm Ag
sphere inside a 750 nm Au void, at a distance of D = 1 nm. (b) The ratio
between the field enhancement with and without the Ag nanoparticle.
(c, d) Measured SERS spectra of monolayer of 4-aminothiophenol
adsorbed in a 600 nm Au void, without (c) and with (d) 20 nm Ag
nanoparticles. Excitation laser 633 nm.
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